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What's New

No subsystemModule: Notes: 4

OTP Report

The following report parameters have been added:
·  new editable field "Tolerance Days on Delay" (Default = zero)
·  "Show Tolerance Days on Report" flag if you want to show this info in the generated report
·  "Consider Tolerance in Completed on Time" flag if you want to count as "Completed On Time" 

the Milestones completed late up to "X" days indicated in "Tolerance Days on Delay"
·  "Delay Ranges" editable fields divided into three Ranges where the first range starts from 

Tolerance Days + 1

The report was updated with the following changes:
·  if the "Consider Tolerance Day in Completed On Time" flag is selected, the milestone number 

will be calculated considering the value "Tolerance Days on Delay";
·  if the "Consider Tolerance Day in Completed On Time" flag is not selected, the milestone 

number will be calculated considering the "Completed on Time" data (without tolerance);
·  the range values will reflect the value specified by the user
·  the value of "OTP Index" will be calculated considering the value "Tolerance Days on Delay";
·  the "Tolerance Days of Delay" value will be shown only if the "Show Tolerance Days on Report" 

flag has been activated.

TMS-1354Note:

Deliverable import

The C3 deliverable import/export form has been completely redesigned.
In particular, the Excel-like user interface allows a better tool usability and configurability.

TMS-1377Note:

Deliverable Progress

During the Workbook import in "Project Work Class Progress", it is now possible to detect in which 
deliverables and in which steps a backing progress has occurred compared to the existing situation.
Thus progress inconsistencies between what is shown on the screen and what is indicated in the reports 
can be found and corrected.

TMS-1402Note:
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Import Schedule Data

Starting from this version, the import flags get deselected when the "Import Schedule Data" form is 
loaded.
Thus, distributions previously calculated won't get lost.

TMS-1415Note:


